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this volume considers an array of power sharing systems in divided cities
and states with critical evaluations of their merits and defects as well
as explanations of their emergence maintenance and failings divided cities
is the comparative analysis of new york and london which many have been
waiting for wider in scope and richer in detailthan any previous study
this work provides the best introduction available to these pre eminent
world cities seeming at times to mirror each other acrocc the atlantic
new york and london stand at the apex of their respective national
hierarchies as economic and cultural capitals and occupy similarly
commanding positions within the world economy from decline in the 1970s
to renewal in the 1980s both cities once again face decline in the 1990s
exhibiting ever widening social divisions while struck by the many socio
political similarities on new york and london in their responses to global
economic restructuring the authors also delineate the quite distinctive
political structures and social divisions constituted by class race and
gender of each city at the heart of the book lies the question in what
sense if any was there an urban revival in the last decade and for whom
in answering this question divided cities traces the influence of
international economic forces and national and local policies upon the
fortunes of new york and london the book challenging the representation
of ethnically divided cities perspectives from mostar questions the
existing overrepresentation of mostar as an ethnically divided city while
acknowledging the existence of internal borders the chapters in this book
assert that they are not solid nor fixed and by exploring how they
become material or immaterial the book offers a deeper understanding of
the city s complex dynamics accordingly the chapters in this book are
attentive to how ethnic divides materialise or lose importance because
of socio political contingencies events groups and spaces that promote
reconciliation from the bottom up are examined not necessarily to assess
their success and failures but rather to look at how they create
networks gain trust and form platforms that generate novel
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understandings of ethnic loyalties and party memberships further and
drawing both on the empirical data and theoretical reflections this
volume contributes to broader debates about divided cities by suggesting
the need to engage with these cities in their complexities rather than
reducing them to their ethno national divisions the book engages with
socio political and economic complexities in order to shed light on how
ethnic conflicts and resulting spatial partitioning are often just the
surface of much more complex dynamics that are far less easy to
disentangle and represent the chapters in this book were originally
published in space and polity when we think of segregation what often
comes to mind is apartheid south africa or the american south in the age
of jim crow two societies fundamentally premised on the concept of the
separation of the races but as carl h nightingale shows us in this
magisterial history segregation is everywhere deforming cities and
societies worldwide starting with segregation s ancient roots and what
the archaeological evidence reveals about humanity s long standing use
of urban divisions to reinforce political and economic inequality
nightingale then moves to the world of european colonialism it was
there he shows segregation based on color and eventually on race took
hold the british east india company for example split calcutta into white
town and black town as we follow nightingale s story around the
globe we see that division replicated from hong kong to nairobi baltimore
to san francisco and more the turn of the twentieth century saw the
most aggressive segregation movements yet as white communities almost
everywhere set to rearranging whole cities along racial lines nightingale
focuses closely on two striking examples johannesburg with its state
sponsored separation and chicago in which the goal of segregation was
advanced by the more subtle methods of real estate markets and housing
policy for the first time ever the majority of humans live in cities and
nearly all those cities bear the scars of segregation this unprecedented
ambitious history lays bare our troubled past and sets us on the path
to imagining the better more equal cities of the future urban heritage in
divided cities explores the role of contested urban heritage in mediating
subverting and overcoming sociopolitical conflict in divided cities
investigating various examples of transformations of urban heritage
around the world the book analyses the spatial social and political
causes behind them as well as the consequences for the division and
reunification of cities during both wartime and peacetime conflicts
contributors to the volume define urban heritage in a broad sense as
tangible elements of the city such as ruins remains of border architecture
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traces of violence in public space and memorials as well as intangible
elements like urban voids everyday rituals place names and other forms
of spatial discourse addressing both historic and contemporary cases
from a wide range of academic disciplines contributors to the book
investigate the role of urban heritage in divided cities in africa asia the
americas europe and the middle east shifting focus from the notion of
urban heritage as a fixed and static legacy of the past the volume
demonstrates that the concept is a dynamic and transformable entity
that plays an active role in inquiring critiquing subverting and
transforming the present urban heritage in divided cities will be of great
interest to academics researchers and students in the fields of cultural
studies sociology the political sciences history human geography urban
design and planning architecture archaeology ethnology and
anthropology the book should also be essential reading for
professionals who are involved in governing planning designing and
transforming urban heritage around the world the book discusses how
division affect the fabric of cities and people s sense of identity and
agency and are reflected in physical features architecture and urban
planning the question of divided cities represents a complex and
multistranded urban ecology at once both social and spatial it cannot
be limited to a single science or discipline such as social or spatial fields
this suggests integrated and cross disciplinary understandings as well
as integrated or parallel approaches and solutions urban ecologies of
division manifest in multiple forms one of their most palpable expressions
is conflict with parallels around the world and often with
correlations in the spatial fabric violence in such contexts is often a
surface expression of deeper socio economic or ideological differences
whether as a result of intervention by authority or by dissent between
groups a divided city inevitably becomes a place of conflict in various
forms and intensity eroding the joy of living and sense of collective
belonging to the detriment of all in effect it erodes the collective
advantage of being part of a more unified society a city exists in
collections of social structures which mutually form a society a
divided city implies divided social structures and in consequence a divided
society the papers compiled in this book present many case studies of
divided cities discussing the different causes of divisions and their effects
on societies some of the causes can be linked to conflicts wars
colonialism or legislative political systems in response to the serious
challenges resulting from these divisions the book aims to provide
opportunities for new approaches and possibilities for new interventions
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and solutions making it significant to urban planners architects and
policymakers this report provides an assessment of spatial inequalities
and segregation in cities and metropolitan areas from multiple
perspectives the chapters in the report focus on a subset of oecd
countries and non member economies and provide new insights on cross
cutting issues for city neighbourhooods the book challenging the
representation of ethnically divided cities perspectives from mostar
questions the existing overrepresentation of mostar as an ethnically
divided city while acknowledging the existence of internal borders the
chapters in this book assert that they are not solid nor fixed and by
exploring how they become material or immaterial the book offers a
deeper understanding of the city s complex dynamics accordingly the
chapters in this book are attentive to how ethnic divides materialise or
lose importance because of socio political contingencies events groups
and spaces that promote reconciliation from the bottom up are examined
not necessarily to assess their success and failures but rather to look
at how they create networks gain trust and form platforms that
generate novel understandings of ethnic loyalties and party memberships
further and drawing both on the empirical data and theoretical
reflections this volume contributes to broader debates about divided
cities by suggesting the need to engage with these cities in their
complexities rather than reducing them to their ethno national divisions
the book engages with socio political and economic complexities in order
to shed light on how ethnic conflicts and resulting spatial partitioning
are often just the surface of much more complex dynamics that are far
less easy to disentangle and represent the chapters in this book were
originally published in space and polity in jerusalem israeli and jordanian
militias patrolled a fortified impassable green line from 1948 until 1967
in nicosia two walls and a buffer zone have segregated turkish and greek
cypriots since 1963 in belfast peaceline barricades have separated
working class catholics and protestants since 1969 in beirut civil war
from 1974 until 1990 turned a cosmopolitan city into a lethal
patchwork of ethnic enclaves in mostar the croatian and bosniak
communities have occupied two autonomous sectors since 1993 these
cities were not destined for partition by their social or political
histories they were partitioned by politicians citizens and engineers
according to limited information short range plans and often dubious
motives how did it happen how can it be avoided divided cities explores the
logic of violent urban partition along ethnic lines when it occurs who
supports it what it costs and why seemingly healthy cities succumb to
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it planning and conservation experts jon calame and esther charlesworth
offer a warning beacon to a growing class of cities torn apart by ethnic
rivals field based investigations in beirut belfast jerusalem mostar and
nicosia are coupled with scholarly research to illuminate the history of
urban dividing lines the social impacts of physical partition and the
assorted professional responses to self imposed apartheid through
interviews with people on both sides of a divide residents politicians taxi
drivers built environment professionals cultural critics and journalists
they compare the evolution of each urban partition along with its
social impacts the patterns that emerge support an assertion that
division is a gradual predictable and avoidable occurrence that
ultimately impedes intercommunal cooperation with the voices of divided
city residents updated partition maps and previously unpublished
photographs divided cities illuminates the enormous costs of physical
segregation does planning in contested cities inadvertedly make the
divisions worse the 60s and 70s saw a strong role of planning social
engineering etc but there has since been a move towards a more
decentralised community planning approach the book examines urban
planning and policy in the context of deeply contested space where place
identity and cultural affinities are reshaping cities throughout the
world contentions around identity and territory abound and in britain
this problem has found recent expression in debates about
multiculturalism and social cohesion these issues are most visible in the
urban arena where socially polarised communities co habit cities also
marked by divided ethnic loyalties the relationship between the two is
complicated by the typical pattern that social disadvantage is
disproportionately concentrated among ethnic groups who also
experience a social and cultural estrangement based on religious or
racial identity navigating between social exclusion and community
cohesion is essential for the urban challenges of efficient resource use
environmental enhancement and the development of a flourishing economy
the book addresses planning in divided cities in a uk and international
context examining cities such as chicago hyper segregated around race
and jerusalem acting as a crucible for a wider conflict the first section
deals with concepts and theories examining the research literature and
situating the issue within the urban challenges of competitiveness and
inclusion section 2 covers collaborative planning and identifies models
of planning policy and urban governance that can operate in contested
space section 3 presents case studies from belfast chicago and jerusalem
examining both the historical contemporary features of these cities and
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their potential trajectories the final section offers conclusions and
ways forward drawing the lessons for creating shared space in a
pluralist cities and addressing cohesion and multiculturalism addresses
important contemporary issue of social cohesion vs urban
competitiveness focus on impact of government policies will appeal to
practitioners in urban management local government and regeneration
examines role of planning in cities worldwide divided by religion race socio
economic etc explores debate about contested space in urban policy and
planning identifies models for understanding contested spaces in cities as
a way of improving effectiveness of government policy when nations
divide whether peacefully or through violence there are many issues
beyond politics to negotiate in the aftermath understanding the concerns
that are likely to confront separated states is vital in establishing
stability in new states examining case studies in africa europe and asia
international security expert gregory treverton provides a detailed
guide to recent national divisions that range from the partition of india
to the secession of eritrea from ethiopia dividing divided states offers an
overview of the ways different states have handled such contentious
issues as security and citizenship oil and water resources assets and
liabilities and the rights of pastoralist groups in each case treverton
considers how the root causes of secession such as long simmering
conflicts nationalist politics and changed geopolitical circumstances
impact the effectiveness of policies that form new nations dividing divided
states serves as both a source of ideas for future secession policies and
a reminder that while the motivations and outcomes of secessions may
differ widely separating states face similar challenges in dividing
populations natural resources and state resources this book offers
considered and cautionary lessons for policy makers and policy
researchers alike while considerable research and on ground project work
focuses on the interface between indigenous local people and nature
conservation in the asia pacific region the interface between these people
and cultural heritage conservation has not received the same attention
this collection brings together papers on the current mechanisms in place
in the region to conserve cultural heritage values it will provide an
overview of the extent to which local communities have been engaged in
assessing the significance of this heritage and conserving it it will
address the extent to which management regimes have variously allowed
facilitated or obstructed continuing cultural engagement with heritage
places and landscapes and discuss the problems agencies experience with
protection and management of cultural heritage places the iucn academy
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of environmental law research studies third colloquium brought
together more than 130 experts from 27 nations on nearly every
continent this book brings together a number of papers presented there
and offers a global perspective on biodiversity conservation and the
maintenance of sustainable cultures what happens at the nexus of the
digital divide and human trafficking this book examines the impact of the
introduction of new digital information and communication technology
ict as well as lack of access to digital connectivity on human
trafficking the different studies presented in the chapters show the
realities for people moving along the central mediterranean route from
the horn of africa through libya to europe the authors warn against an
over optimistic view of innovation as a solution and highlight the
relationship between technology and the crimes committed against
vulnerable people in search of protection in this volume the third in a
four part series connected and mobile migration and human trafficking in
africa relevant new theories are proposed as tools to understand the
dynamics that appear in mobile africa most importantly the editors
identify critical ethical issues in relation to both technology and human
trafficking and the nexus between them helping explore the dimensions of
new responsibilities that need to be defined the chapters in this book
represent a collection of well documented empirical investigations by a
young and diverse group of researchers addressing critical issues in
relation to innovation and the perils of our time very rarely has peace
and conflict studies been combined with public administration research
divided cities governing diversity brings together theories from conflict
resolution public administration and urban studies to present new
theoretical and empirical insights from nine in depth case studies the
authors employ the city as a prism to shed light on the complex
multidimensional processes of conflict segregation democratization and
governance they use the city as a diagnostic site for exploring the role
of public administration and civil servants in resolving contested issues
in divided societies the researchers analyse nine multifaceted cases
toronto copenhagen malm� mostar cape town belfast jerusalem nicosia
and mitrovica all cities at different stages of conflict and stability and
with disparate legacies the contributors map the tools strate gies and
understandings of conflict resolution to be found in each city and in so
doing break new empirical and theoretical ground this collection of
papers is the fifth in a series of volumes on the work of the comparative
austronesian project reflecting the unique experience of fourteen
ethnographers in as many different societies the papers in this volume
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explore how people in the austronesian speaking societies of the asia
pacific have traditionally constructed their relationship to land and
specific territories focused on the nexus of local and global processes
the volume offers fresh perspectives to current debate in social theory
on the conflicting human tendencies of mobility and emplacement the
division of human society by race class and gender has been addressed by
scholars in many of the social sciences now historical archaeologists
are demonstrating how material culture can be used to examine the
processes that have erected boundaries between people drawing on case
studies from around the world the essays in this volume highlight diverse
moments in the rise of capitalist civilization both in western europe and
its colonies in the first section the contributors address the dynamics of
the racial system that emerged from european colonialism they show
how archaeological remains shed light on the institution of slavery in
the american southeast on the treatment of native americans by mormon
settlers and on the color line in colonial southern africa the next group
of articles considers how gender was negotiated in nineteenth century
new york city in colonial ecuador and on jamaican coffee plantations a
final section focuses on the issue of class division by examining the built
environment of eighteenth century catalonia and material remains and
housing from early industrial massachusetts these essays constitute an
archaeology of capitalism and clearly demonstrate the importance of
history in shaping cultural consciousness arguing that material culture
is itself an active agent in the negotiation of social difference they
reveal the ways in which historical archaeologists can contribute to
both the definition and dismantling of the lines that divide this title
analyzes the complex social political economic and cultural dynamics
of urban environments in particular the book focuses on the concept of
the right to the city and ways in which many urban dwellers are excluded
from the advantages of city life exploring links among poverty
inequality slum formation and economic growth the collected essays in
this volume address contemporary issues regarding the relationship
between indigenous groups and archaeologists including the challenges
of dialogue colonialism the difficulties of working within legislative and
institutional frameworks and nagpra and similar legislation the
disciplines of archaeology and cultural heritage management are
international in scope and many countries continue to experience the
impact of colonialism in response to these common experiences both
archaeology and indigenous political movements involve international
networks through which information quickly moves around the globe
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this volume reflects these dynamic dialectics between the past and the
present and between the international and the local demonstrating that
archaeology is a historical science always linked to contemporary
cultural concerns the magnitudes nature causes and consequences of
population movements between rural and urban sectors of developing
countries are examined the prior literature is reviewed proving limited in
key dimensions evidence is presented from a new database encompassing
nationally representative data on seventy five developing countries
several measures of migration propensities are derived for the separate
countries the situation in each country is documented both in historical
context and following the time of enumeration rural urban migrants
enjoy major gains those who do not move forego substantial potential
gains barriers to migrating are very real for disadvantaged groups
migration among ethnolinguistic communities is a pervasive theme the
context in which each group lives is detailed upward mobility in incomes in
towns is affirmed and the departure of adults from rural homes raises
living standards of the family left behind but consequent separation of
married couples is endemic to particular societies reclassification of
rural areas as urban is shown to be more important than net rural urban
moves in incremental urbanization and rural urban moves are less
permanent than normally portrayed a contention of symmetry between
rural urban and urban rural migration propensities is rejected and
indications that these twin movements result in sorting of labor by
skills is not supported moreover step and onward migration are not as
common as popularly claimed previously neglected topics studied include
autonomous migration by women child migration and networks at origin
policies to limit rural urban migration are questioned rather planning for
managed urban growth is vital as climate change continues key words
rural urban migration development literature database reclassification
sorting policies consociational power sharing is increasingly gaining
ground right around the world as a means for resolving political
conflict in divided societies in this volume edited by rupert taylor nineteen
internationally respected scholars engage in a lively debate about the
merits of the theory underlying this approach the volume focuses
specifically on one of the leading cases under the global spotlight the
northern ireland conflict and brings together the most prominent
proponents and opponents of consociationalism northern ireland s
transition from war to peace is seen by consociationalists as flowing
from the historic belfast agreement of 1998 and specifically from the
agreement s consociational framework the northern ireland case is
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marketed by consociationalists as representing best practice and as
providing a template for ending conflicts in other parts of the world
however as this volume interrogates on what grounds and to what
extent can such a positive reading be upheld taken as a whole this
volume structured as a symposium around the highly influential
argument of john mcgarry and brendan o leary offers comparative
engaging and critical insight into how political theory can contribute
to the creation of a better world consociational theory is an
important text for anyone with an interest in political theory conflict
resolution in divided societies or irish politics globalization
modernization and technologization have brought rapid social and
economic change while also increasing diversity of democratic societies
plurality of democracy once viewed as a progressive ideology has been
met by the movement of identity politics to the margins of society
although social movements demanding recognition on the part of groups
that were once invisible to mainstream society have brought attention
to systemic inequities prejudice and discriminatory policies other groups
feeling a loss of status and a sense of displacement have pushed back
with counterclaims and protests these conflicting narratives have
fractured society and segmented the populace along narrowly defined
identities creating a new era of democracy and isolationism today in the
united states we see the troubling effects of increasingly polarized
political discourse amplified gridlock within government the
politicization and fragmentation of economic and social life and the
suppression of the spread of information across ideological lines the
socio political climate in america is characterized by skepticism hostility
distrust claims of fake news and unwavering opposition the divide within
our nation has shifted the narrative of democracy from promoting the
common good to protecting the interests of likeminded factions and the
preservation of power and privilege in recent decades researchers focused
attention on studying the social geographic political and technological
polarization in the united states trends manifest in myriad ways both in
politics and in everyday life and expose the divergence between urban and
rural communities these inquiries also suggest that causes and effects
of identity politics and polarization are too complex to be studied
within the confines of a single discipline its exploration therefore
requires participation and collaboration from scholars in many different
fields particularly those working in the social sciences in this edited
volume we seek to leverage this research capacity to engage the reader in
studies and instruction concerning the divide within and the intersections
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of realities facts theories and practices in social science education
download a sample article teaching to a statue wade h morris georgia
state university chara haessler bohan georgia state university this book
picks up the continental divide trail in idaho at the western border of
yellowstone national park and takes the reader some 900 miles all the
way to the canadian border from the beaverhead mountains in the
bitterroot range to the scapegoat and bob marshall wildernesses idaho
and montana s most spectacular and remote wild lands fill page after
page in a book that fits into your backpack or makes for great reading
anytime you ll have no better companion than the lively and humorous
voice of lynna howard and the dramatic breathtaking photography of
leland howard aspects of history wildlife geology and biology are
explained along the way for day hikes destination hikes or longer treks
for the avid backpacker this book is a must this trail is rougher and more
challenging than the pacific crest trail or the appalachian trail lynna
writes a spirit of adventure is the best thing you can pack this book
examines how u s domestic institutions stand up to global threats and
whether intelligence sharing across military and civilian law enforcement
barriers is legal the u s constitution is designed to distribute power in
order to prevent its concentration and in particular it draws clear lines
between the responsibilities of the military and those of civilian law
enforcement but the new global threat paradigm requiring responses both
abroad and at home calls out for military and civilian intelligence
gathering to work in tandem the civil military divide obstacles to the
integration of intelligence in the united states looks at historic and
legal ramifications of such efforts louise stanton s thought provoking
work sums up the current state of u s intelligence gathering at all
levels of government it then looks at the range of recommendations for
overhauling our intelligence efforts in the context of the u s
constitution to assess what may or may not be constitutionally
supportable at issue are three long established often reaffirmed principles
the separation of powers the federalist system that gives the u s
government precedence over states and the separation of the civilian and
military sectors in this unique book scott a bollens combines personal
narrative with academic analysis in telling the story of inflammatory
nationalistic and ethnic conflict in nine cities jerusalem beirut belfast
johannesburg nicosia sarajevo mostar bilbao and barcelona reporting on
seventeen years of research and over 240 interviews with political
leaders planners architects community representatives and academics he
blends personal reflections reportage from a wealth of original
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interviews and the presentation of hard data in a multidimensional and
interdisciplinary exploration of these urban environments of damage
trauma healing and repair city and soul in divided societies reveals what
it is like living and working in these cities going inside the head of the
researcher this approach extends the reader s understanding of these
places and connects more intimately with the lived urban experience
bollens observes that a city disabled by nationalistic strife looks like a
callous landscape of securitized space divisions and wounds frozen in
time and in place yet the soul in these cities perseveres written for
general readers and academic specialists alike city and soul in divided
societies integrates facts opinions photographs and observations in
original ways in order to illuminate the substantial challenges of living
in and governing polarized and unsettled cities bordered cities and divided
societies is a provocative moving and poetic encounter with the hearts
and minds of individuals living in nine cities of conflict violence and
healing jerusalem belfast johannesburg nicosia sarajevo mostar
barcelona bilbao and beirut based on research spanning 25 years
including 360 interviews and over two and a half years of in country
field research this innovative work employs a series of concise reflective
narrative essays grouped into four thematic sections to provide a
humanistic on the ground understanding of divided cities conflict and
peacemaking incorporating both scholarly analyses based on empirical
research and introspective essays bollens digs underneath grand
narratives of conflict to illuminate the complexities and paradoxes of
living amid nationalistic political strife and the challenges of planning
and policymaking in divided societies richly illustrated the book includes
informative synopses about the cities that provide access for general
readers while extensive connections to recent literature enhance the
book s research value to scholars the island of hispaniola is split by a
border that divides the dominican republic and haiti this border has been
historically contested and largely porous dividing hispaniola is a study
of dominican dictator rafael trujillo s scheme during the mid twentieth
century to create and reinforce a buffer zone on this border through the
establishment of state institutions and an ideological campaign against
what was considered an encroaching black inferior and bellicose haitian
state the success of this program relied on convincing dominicans that
regardless of their actual color whiteness was synonymous with
dominican cultural identity paulino examines the campaign against haiti
as the construct of a fractured urban intellectual minority bolstered
by international politics and u s imperialism this minority included a
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diverse set of individuals and institutions that employed anti haitian
rhetoric for their own benefit i e sugar manufacturers and border
officials yet in reality these same actors had no interest in establishing
an impermeable border paulino further demonstrates that dominican
attitudes of admiration and solidarity toward haitians as well as
extensive intermixture around the border region were commonplace in sum
his study argues against the notion that anti haitianism was part of a
persistent and innate dominican ethos contributions by amy bass ashley
farmer sarah k fields billy hawkins kurt edward kemper michael e lomax
and david k wiggins in sports and the racial divide volume ii a legacy of
african american athletic activism michael e lomax and billy hawkins
draw together essays that examine evolving attitudes about race
sports and athletic activism in the us a follow up to lomax s sports
and the racial divide african american and latino experience in an era of
change this second anthology links post world war ii african american
protest movements to a range of contemporary social justice
interventions athlete activists have joined the ongoing pursuit for black
liberation and self determination in a number of ways contributors
examine some of these efforts including the fight for hbcus to enter the
ncaa basketball tournament harry edwards and the boycott of the
1968 olympic games and us sporting culture in the post 9 11 era essays
also detail topics like the protest efforts of san francisco 49ers
quarterback colin kaepernick the link between the black power movement
and the current black lives matter movement and the activism of
athletes like lebron james and naomi osaka collectively these essays
reveal a historical narrative in which african americans have
transformed the currency of athletic achievement into impactful
political capital this book provides an in depth comparative analysis of
inequality and the stratification of the digital sphere grounded in
classical sociological theories of inequality as well as empirical
evidence this book defines the digital divide as the unequal access and
utility of internet communications technologies and explores how it has
the potential to replicate existing social inequalities as well as create
new forms of stratification the digital divide examines how various
demographic and socio economic factors including income education age
and gender as well as infrastructure products and services affect how
the internet is used and accessed comprised of six parts the first section
examines theories of the digital divide and then looks in turn at highly
developed nations and regions including the usa the eu and japan emerging
large powers brazil china india russia eastern european countries estonia
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romania serbia arab and middle eastern nations egypt iran israel under
studied areas east and central asia latin america and sub saharan africa
providing an interwoven analysis of the international inequalities in
internet usage and access this important work offers a comprehensive
approach to studying the digital divide around the globe it is an
important resource for academic and students in sociology social policy
communication studies media studies and all those interested in the
questions and issues around social inequality written by stephen grace
the companion book to the great divide a film by havey productions is a
sweeping magnificently illustrated story of colorado water from the
region s first inhabitants to the incoming settlers and developers to
modern environmentalists times and places are covered from the
archaeological remains of ancient native american reservoirs the first
and longest operating water right in colorado important innovations in
irrigated agriculture the stunning dams that create reservoirs for
storage and recreation and the natural beauty of colorado s wild
places the book based on the film will be a natural source for viewers
who seek additional knowledge beyond the film but it will also stand
alone for readers who desire a basic but engaging entrance into the
world of colorado water a vast array of breathtaking photographs
both archival and contemporary serve as attractive illustrations and
a supplemental way to tell the story along with descriptive captions
the world today is marked by simultaneous conflicts and cooperation
between cultures regions international organizations states national
and ethnic groups political parties and other actors conflict is
considered as unfruitful and undesired whereby cooperation is perceived
as advantageous and desirable yet frequently difficult and time
consuming to initiate and strengthen the analysis of the transition from
conflict to cooperation is hence an invaluable source of experience that
comes in useful in many cases both conflict and cooperation are usually
concentrated in particular locations where they are most intensive and
observable and where they are the most interesting to study these
locations involve divided partitioned or cleavaged cities these divisions
are embodied by state borders lines of demarcation as well as by fences
and walls but also by informal rules and invisible lines fragmentations
within towns reflect national ethnical religious linguistic and other
differences cases of conflict and cooperation can refer to history
concern the towns where conflict prevails where both these forms of
interaction occur or where collaboration dominates the aim of this
publication is to analyze the processes of conflict and cooperation
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using cities as examples the authors analyze case studies showing
different forms and phases of conflict and cooperation concentrating in
urban space they also represent different academic disciplines and
approaches resulting in an interdisciplinary approach to conflict and
cooperation in border studies this book thus contains analyses of
belfast berlin brussels ceuta and melilla copenhagen malmo gorizia nova
gorica helsinki jerusalem kosovo mitrovica luxembourg narva ivangorod
nicosia opole sarajevo slubice frankfurt oder szczecin tornio haparanda
and valga valka
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Power Sharing in Deeply Divided Places
2013-05-30

this volume considers an array of power sharing systems in divided cities
and states with critical evaluations of their merits and defects as well
as explanations of their emergence maintenance and failings

Divided Cities 1992

divided cities is the comparative analysis of new york and london which
many have been waiting for wider in scope and richer in detailthan any
previous study this work provides the best introduction available to
these pre eminent world cities seeming at times to mirror each other
acrocc the atlantic new york and london stand at the apex of their
respective national hierarchies as economic and cultural capitals and
occupy similarly commanding positions within the world economy from
decline in the 1970s to renewal in the 1980s both cities once again face
decline in the 1990s exhibiting ever widening social divisions while struck
by the many socio political similarities on new york and london in their
responses to global economic restructuring the authors also delineate
the quite distinctive political structures and social divisions
constituted by class race and gender of each city at the heart of the
book lies the question in what sense if any was there an urban revival in
the last decade and for whom in answering this question divided cities
traces the influence of international economic forces and national and
local policies upon the fortunes of new york and london

Challenging the Representation of Ethnically
Divided Cities 2021-05-25

the book challenging the representation of ethnically divided cities
perspectives from mostar questions the existing overrepresentation of
mostar as an ethnically divided city while acknowledging the existence
of internal borders the chapters in this book assert that they are not
solid nor fixed and by exploring how they become material or immaterial
the book offers a deeper understanding of the city s complex dynamics
accordingly the chapters in this book are attentive to how ethnic divides
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materialise or lose importance because of socio political contingencies
events groups and spaces that promote reconciliation from the bottom
up are examined not necessarily to assess their success and failures but
rather to look at how they create networks gain trust and form
platforms that generate novel understandings of ethnic loyalties and
party memberships further and drawing both on the empirical data and
theoretical reflections this volume contributes to broader debates
about divided cities by suggesting the need to engage with these cities in
their complexities rather than reducing them to their ethno national
divisions the book engages with socio political and economic complexities
in order to shed light on how ethnic conflicts and resulting spatial
partitioning are often just the surface of much more complex dynamics
that are far less easy to disentangle and represent the chapters in this
book were originally published in space and polity

Segregation 2012-05-29

when we think of segregation what often comes to mind is apartheid
south africa or the american south in the age of jim crow two societies
fundamentally premised on the concept of the separation of the races but
as carl h nightingale shows us in this magisterial history segregation is
everywhere deforming cities and societies worldwide starting with
segregation s ancient roots and what the archaeological evidence
reveals about humanity s long standing use of urban divisions to
reinforce political and economic inequality nightingale then moves to the
world of european colonialism it was there he shows segregation based
on color and eventually on race took hold the british east india
company for example split calcutta into white town and black town as
we follow nightingale s story around the globe we see that division
replicated from hong kong to nairobi baltimore to san francisco and more
the turn of the twentieth century saw the most aggressive segregation
movements yet as white communities almost everywhere set to
rearranging whole cities along racial lines nightingale focuses closely
on two striking examples johannesburg with its state sponsored
separation and chicago in which the goal of segregation was advanced
by the more subtle methods of real estate markets and housing policy for
the first time ever the majority of humans live in cities and nearly all
those cities bear the scars of segregation this unprecedented ambitious
history lays bare our troubled past and sets us on the path to imagining
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the better more equal cities of the future

Urban Heritage in Divided Cities 2019-09-18

urban heritage in divided cities explores the role of contested urban
heritage in mediating subverting and overcoming sociopolitical conflict in
divided cities investigating various examples of transformations of urban
heritage around the world the book analyses the spatial social and
political causes behind them as well as the consequences for the division
and reunification of cities during both wartime and peacetime conflicts
contributors to the volume define urban heritage in a broad sense as
tangible elements of the city such as ruins remains of border architecture
traces of violence in public space and memorials as well as intangible
elements like urban voids everyday rituals place names and other forms
of spatial discourse addressing both historic and contemporary cases
from a wide range of academic disciplines contributors to the book
investigate the role of urban heritage in divided cities in africa asia the
americas europe and the middle east shifting focus from the notion of
urban heritage as a fixed and static legacy of the past the volume
demonstrates that the concept is a dynamic and transformable entity
that plays an active role in inquiring critiquing subverting and
transforming the present urban heritage in divided cities will be of great
interest to academics researchers and students in the fields of cultural
studies sociology the political sciences history human geography urban
design and planning architecture archaeology ethnology and
anthropology the book should also be essential reading for
professionals who are involved in governing planning designing and
transforming urban heritage around the world

Medicine Bow National Forest (N.F.),
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail Plan
(WY,CO) 1993

the book discusses how division affect the fabric of cities and people s
sense of identity and agency and are reflected in physical features
architecture and urban planning the question of divided cities represents
a complex and multistranded urban ecology at once both social and
spatial it cannot be limited to a single science or discipline such as
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social or spatial fields this suggests integrated and cross disciplinary
understandings as well as integrated or parallel approaches and
solutions urban ecologies of division manifest in multiple forms one of
their most palpable expressions is conflict with parallels around the
world and often with correlations in the spatial fabric violence in such
contexts is often a surface expression of deeper socio economic or
ideological differences whether as a result of intervention by authority
or by dissent between groups a divided city inevitably becomes a place of
conflict in various forms and intensity eroding the joy of living and sense
of collective belonging to the detriment of all in effect it erodes the
collective advantage of being part of a more unified society a city exists
in collections of social structures which mutually form a society a
divided city implies divided social structures and in consequence a divided
society the papers compiled in this book present many case studies of
divided cities discussing the different causes of divisions and their effects
on societies some of the causes can be linked to conflicts wars
colonialism or legislative political systems in response to the serious
challenges resulting from these divisions the book aims to provide
opportunities for new approaches and possibilities for new interventions
and solutions making it significant to urban planners architects and
policymakers

The Urban Ecologies of Divided Cities
2023-06-12

this report provides an assessment of spatial inequalities and
segregation in cities and metropolitan areas from multiple perspectives
the chapters in the report focus on a subset of oecd countries and non
member economies and provide new insights on cross cutting issues for
city neighbourhooods

Divided Cities Understanding Intra-urban
Inequalities 2018-05-19

the book challenging the representation of ethnically divided cities
perspectives from mostar questions the existing overrepresentation of
mostar as an ethnically divided city while acknowledging the existence
of internal borders the chapters in this book assert that they are not
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solid nor fixed and by exploring how they become material or immaterial
the book offers a deeper understanding of the city s complex dynamics
accordingly the chapters in this book are attentive to how ethnic divides
materialise or lose importance because of socio political contingencies
events groups and spaces that promote reconciliation from the bottom
up are examined not necessarily to assess their success and failures but
rather to look at how they create networks gain trust and form
platforms that generate novel understandings of ethnic loyalties and
party memberships further and drawing both on the empirical data and
theoretical reflections this volume contributes to broader debates
about divided cities by suggesting the need to engage with these cities in
their complexities rather than reducing them to their ethno national
divisions the book engages with socio political and economic complexities
in order to shed light on how ethnic conflicts and resulting spatial
partitioning are often just the surface of much more complex dynamics
that are far less easy to disentangle and represent the chapters in this
book were originally published in space and polity

Medicine Bow/Divide (Great Divide Resource
Areas) Resource(s) Management Plan (RMP)
D,Dapp,F; Wilderness Implementation Schedule
FappK Wilderness Supplement, Encampment River
Canyon, Prospect Mountain, Bennett Mountains,
Carbon County 1988

in jerusalem israeli and jordanian militias patrolled a fortified impassable
green line from 1948 until 1967 in nicosia two walls and a buffer zone
have segregated turkish and greek cypriots since 1963 in belfast
peaceline barricades have separated working class catholics and
protestants since 1969 in beirut civil war from 1974 until 1990
turned a cosmopolitan city into a lethal patchwork of ethnic enclaves
in mostar the croatian and bosniak communities have occupied two
autonomous sectors since 1993 these cities were not destined for
partition by their social or political histories they were partitioned by
politicians citizens and engineers according to limited information short
range plans and often dubious motives how did it happen how can it be
avoided divided cities explores the logic of violent urban partition along
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ethnic lines when it occurs who supports it what it costs and why
seemingly healthy cities succumb to it planning and conservation experts
jon calame and esther charlesworth offer a warning beacon to a
growing class of cities torn apart by ethnic rivals field based
investigations in beirut belfast jerusalem mostar and nicosia are coupled
with scholarly research to illuminate the history of urban dividing lines
the social impacts of physical partition and the assorted professional
responses to self imposed apartheid through interviews with people on
both sides of a divide residents politicians taxi drivers built environment
professionals cultural critics and journalists they compare the
evolution of each urban partition along with its social impacts the
patterns that emerge support an assertion that division is a gradual
predictable and avoidable occurrence that ultimately impedes
intercommunal cooperation with the voices of divided city residents
updated partition maps and previously unpublished photographs divided
cities illuminates the enormous costs of physical segregation

Challenging the Representation of Ethnically
Divided Cities 2021-05-25

does planning in contested cities inadvertedly make the divisions worse
the 60s and 70s saw a strong role of planning social engineering etc but
there has since been a move towards a more decentralised community
planning approach the book examines urban planning and policy in the
context of deeply contested space where place identity and cultural
affinities are reshaping cities throughout the world contentions around
identity and territory abound and in britain this problem has found recent
expression in debates about multiculturalism and social cohesion these
issues are most visible in the urban arena where socially polarised
communities co habit cities also marked by divided ethnic loyalties the
relationship between the two is complicated by the typical pattern that
social disadvantage is disproportionately concentrated among ethnic
groups who also experience a social and cultural estrangement based on
religious or racial identity navigating between social exclusion and
community cohesion is essential for the urban challenges of efficient
resource use environmental enhancement and the development of a
flourishing economy the book addresses planning in divided cities in a uk
and international context examining cities such as chicago hyper
segregated around race and jerusalem acting as a crucible for a wider
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conflict the first section deals with concepts and theories examining the
research literature and situating the issue within the urban challenges of
competitiveness and inclusion section 2 covers collaborative planning
and identifies models of planning policy and urban governance that can
operate in contested space section 3 presents case studies from belfast
chicago and jerusalem examining both the historical contemporary
features of these cities and their potential trajectories the final section
offers conclusions and ways forward drawing the lessons for creating
shared space in a pluralist cities and addressing cohesion and
multiculturalism addresses important contemporary issue of social
cohesion vs urban competitiveness focus on impact of government policies
will appeal to practitioners in urban management local government and
regeneration examines role of planning in cities worldwide divided by
religion race socio economic etc explores debate about contested space
in urban policy and planning identifies models for understanding contested
spaces in cities as a way of improving effectiveness of government policy

Divided Cities 2011-11-29

when nations divide whether peacefully or through violence there are
many issues beyond politics to negotiate in the aftermath understanding
the concerns that are likely to confront separated states is vital in
establishing stability in new states examining case studies in africa
europe and asia international security expert gregory treverton
provides a detailed guide to recent national divisions that range from
the partition of india to the secession of eritrea from ethiopia dividing
divided states offers an overview of the ways different states have
handled such contentious issues as security and citizenship oil and water
resources assets and liabilities and the rights of pastoralist groups in
each case treverton considers how the root causes of secession such as
long simmering conflicts nationalist politics and changed geopolitical
circumstances impact the effectiveness of policies that form new nations
dividing divided states serves as both a source of ideas for future
secession policies and a reminder that while the motivations and
outcomes of secessions may differ widely separating states face similar
challenges in dividing populations natural resources and state
resources this book offers considered and cautionary lessons for policy
makers and policy researchers alike
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Planning in Divided Cities 2011-04-18

while considerable research and on ground project work focuses on the
interface between indigenous local people and nature conservation in the
asia pacific region the interface between these people and cultural
heritage conservation has not received the same attention this
collection brings together papers on the current mechanisms in place in
the region to conserve cultural heritage values it will provide an
overview of the extent to which local communities have been engaged in
assessing the significance of this heritage and conserving it it will
address the extent to which management regimes have variously allowed
facilitated or obstructed continuing cultural engagement with heritage
places and landscapes and discuss the problems agencies experience with
protection and management of cultural heritage places

Dividing Divided States 2014-05-21

the iucn academy of environmental law research studies third
colloquium brought together more than 130 experts from 27 nations on
nearly every continent this book brings together a number of papers
presented there and offers a global perspective on biodiversity
conservation and the maintenance of sustainable cultures

Transcending the Culture–Nature Divide in
Cultural Heritage 2013-12-13

what happens at the nexus of the digital divide and human trafficking this
book examines the impact of the introduction of new digital information
and communication technology ict as well as lack of access to digital
connectivity on human trafficking the different studies presented in the
chapters show the realities for people moving along the central
mediterranean route from the horn of africa through libya to europe the
authors warn against an over optimistic view of innovation as a
solution and highlight the relationship between technology and the
crimes committed against vulnerable people in search of protection in this
volume the third in a four part series connected and mobile migration and
human trafficking in africa relevant new theories are proposed as tools
to understand the dynamics that appear in mobile africa most
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importantly the editors identify critical ethical issues in relation to
both technology and human trafficking and the nexus between them helping
explore the dimensions of new responsibilities that need to be defined the
chapters in this book represent a collection of well documented empirical
investigations by a young and diverse group of researchers addressing
critical issues in relation to innovation and the perils of our time

Biodiversity Conservation, Law and
Livelihoods: Bridging the North-South Divide
2008-01-07

very rarely has peace and conflict studies been combined with public
administration research divided cities governing diversity brings together
theories from conflict resolution public administration and urban studies
to present new theoretical and empirical insights from nine in depth case
studies the authors employ the city as a prism to shed light on the
complex multidimensional processes of conflict segregation
democratization and governance they use the city as a diagnostic site
for exploring the role of public administration and civil servants in
resolving contested issues in divided societies the researchers analyse
nine multifaceted cases toronto copenhagen malm� mostar cape town
belfast jerusalem nicosia and mitrovica all cities at different stages of
conflict and stability and with disparate legacies the contributors map
the tools strate gies and understandings of conflict resolution to be
found in each city and in so doing break new empirical and theoretical
ground

Resource Management Plan/environmental Impact
Statement for the Medicine Bow and Divide
Resource Areas, Rawlins District, Wyoming :
Draft 1987

this collection of papers is the fifth in a series of volumes on the work
of the comparative austronesian project reflecting the unique experience
of fourteen ethnographers in as many different societies the papers in this
volume explore how people in the austronesian speaking societies of the
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asia pacific have traditionally constructed their relationship to land
and specific territories focused on the nexus of local and global
processes the volume offers fresh perspectives to current debate in
social theory on the conflicting human tendencies of mobility and
emplacement

Mobile Africa: Human Trafficking and the Digital
Divide 2019-10-25

the division of human society by race class and gender has been addressed
by scholars in many of the social sciences now historical
archaeologists are demonstrating how material culture can be used to
examine the processes that have erected boundaries between people
drawing on case studies from around the world the essays in this volume
highlight diverse moments in the rise of capitalist civilization both in
western europe and its colonies in the first section the contributors
address the dynamics of the racial system that emerged from european
colonialism they show how archaeological remains shed light on the
institution of slavery in the american southeast on the treatment of
native americans by mormon settlers and on the color line in colonial
southern africa the next group of articles considers how gender was
negotiated in nineteenth century new york city in colonial ecuador and
on jamaican coffee plantations a final section focuses on the issue of
class division by examining the built environment of eighteenth century
catalonia and material remains and housing from early industrial
massachusetts these essays constitute an archaeology of capitalism
and clearly demonstrate the importance of history in shaping cultural
consciousness arguing that material culture is itself an active agent in
the negotiation of social difference they reveal the ways in which
historical archaeologists can contribute to both the definition and
dismantling of the lines that divide

Divided Cities 2015-04-22

this title analyzes the complex social political economic and cultural
dynamics of urban environments in particular the book focuses on the
concept of the right to the city and ways in which many urban dwellers
are excluded from the advantages of city life exploring links among
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poverty inequality slum formation and economic growth

Sharing the Earth, Dividing the Land
2006-10-01

the collected essays in this volume address contemporary issues
regarding the relationship between indigenous groups and archaeologists
including the challenges of dialogue colonialism the difficulties of
working within legislative and institutional frameworks and nagpra and
similar legislation the disciplines of archaeology and cultural heritage
management are international in scope and many countries continue to
experience the impact of colonialism in response to these common
experiences both archaeology and indigenous political movements involve
international networks through which information quickly moves around
the globe this volume reflects these dynamic dialectics between the past
and the present and between the international and the local
demonstrating that archaeology is a historical science always linked to
contemporary cultural concerns

Lines that Divide 2000

the magnitudes nature causes and consequences of population movements
between rural and urban sectors of developing countries are examined the
prior literature is reviewed proving limited in key dimensions evidence is
presented from a new database encompassing nationally representative
data on seventy five developing countries several measures of migration
propensities are derived for the separate countries the situation in each
country is documented both in historical context and following the time
of enumeration rural urban migrants enjoy major gains those who do not
move forego substantial potential gains barriers to migrating are very
real for disadvantaged groups migration among ethnolinguistic
communities is a pervasive theme the context in which each group lives is
detailed upward mobility in incomes in towns is affirmed and the departure
of adults from rural homes raises living standards of the family left
behind but consequent separation of married couples is endemic to
particular societies reclassification of rural areas as urban is shown
to be more important than net rural urban moves in incremental
urbanization and rural urban moves are less permanent than normally
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portrayed a contention of symmetry between rural urban and urban
rural migration propensities is rejected and indications that these twin
movements result in sorting of labor by skills is not supported moreover
step and onward migration are not as common as popularly claimed
previously neglected topics studied include autonomous migration by
women child migration and networks at origin policies to limit rural
urban migration are questioned rather planning for managed urban
growth is vital as climate change continues key words rural urban
migration development literature database reclassification sorting
policies

Bridging the Urban Divide 2010

consociational power sharing is increasingly gaining ground right around
the world as a means for resolving political conflict in divided societies
in this volume edited by rupert taylor nineteen internationally respected
scholars engage in a lively debate about the merits of the theory
underlying this approach the volume focuses specifically on one of the
leading cases under the global spotlight the northern ireland conflict
and brings together the most prominent proponents and opponents of
consociationalism northern ireland s transition from war to peace is
seen by consociationalists as flowing from the historic belfast
agreement of 1998 and specifically from the agreement s consociational
framework the northern ireland case is marketed by consociationalists
as representing best practice and as providing a template for ending
conflicts in other parts of the world however as this volume
interrogates on what grounds and to what extent can such a positive
reading be upheld taken as a whole this volume structured as a
symposium around the highly influential argument of john mcgarry and
brendan o leary offers comparative engaging and critical insight into
how political theory can contribute to the creation of a better world
consociational theory is an important text for anyone with an interest
in political theory conflict resolution in divided societies or irish
politics

Bridging the Divide 2016-09-16

globalization modernization and technologization have brought rapid
social and economic change while also increasing diversity of democratic
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societies plurality of democracy once viewed as a progressive ideology
has been met by the movement of identity politics to the margins of
society although social movements demanding recognition on the part of
groups that were once invisible to mainstream society have brought
attention to systemic inequities prejudice and discriminatory policies
other groups feeling a loss of status and a sense of displacement have
pushed back with counterclaims and protests these conflicting
narratives have fractured society and segmented the populace along
narrowly defined identities creating a new era of democracy and
isolationism today in the united states we see the troubling effects of
increasingly polarized political discourse amplified gridlock within
government the politicization and fragmentation of economic and social
life and the suppression of the spread of information across ideological
lines the socio political climate in america is characterized by skepticism
hostility distrust claims of fake news and unwavering opposition the
divide within our nation has shifted the narrative of democracy from
promoting the common good to protecting the interests of likeminded
factions and the preservation of power and privilege in recent decades
researchers focused attention on studying the social geographic
political and technological polarization in the united states trends
manifest in myriad ways both in politics and in everyday life and expose
the divergence between urban and rural communities these inquiries also
suggest that causes and effects of identity politics and polarization are
too complex to be studied within the confines of a single discipline its
exploration therefore requires participation and collaboration from
scholars in many different fields particularly those working in the social
sciences in this edited volume we seek to leverage this research capacity
to engage the reader in studies and instruction concerning the divide
within and the intersections of realities facts theories and practices in
social science education download a sample article teaching to a
statue wade h morris georgia state university chara haessler bohan
georgia state university

Crossing the Divide 2021

this book picks up the continental divide trail in idaho at the western
border of yellowstone national park and takes the reader some 900
miles all the way to the canadian border from the beaverhead mountains
in the bitterroot range to the scapegoat and bob marshall wildernesses
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idaho and montana s most spectacular and remote wild lands fill page
after page in a book that fits into your backpack or makes for great
reading anytime you ll have no better companion than the lively and
humorous voice of lynna howard and the dramatic breathtaking
photography of leland howard aspects of history wildlife geology and
biology are explained along the way for day hikes destination hikes or
longer treks for the avid backpacker this book is a must this trail is
rougher and more challenging than the pacific crest trail or the
appalachian trail lynna writes a spirit of adventure is the best thing
you can pack

Consociational Theory 2009-03-20

this book examines how u s domestic institutions stand up to global
threats and whether intelligence sharing across military and civilian law
enforcement barriers is legal the u s constitution is designed to
distribute power in order to prevent its concentration and in particular
it draws clear lines between the responsibilities of the military and those
of civilian law enforcement but the new global threat paradigm requiring
responses both abroad and at home calls out for military and civilian
intelligence gathering to work in tandem the civil military divide
obstacles to the integration of intelligence in the united states looks at
historic and legal ramifications of such efforts louise stanton s
thought provoking work sums up the current state of u s intelligence
gathering at all levels of government it then looks at the range of
recommendations for overhauling our intelligence efforts in the context
of the u s constitution to assess what may or may not be
constitutionally supportable at issue are three long established often
reaffirmed principles the separation of powers the federalist system that
gives the u s government precedence over states and the separation of
the civilian and military sectors

The Divide Within 2021-01-01

in this unique book scott a bollens combines personal narrative with
academic analysis in telling the story of inflammatory nationalistic and
ethnic conflict in nine cities jerusalem beirut belfast johannesburg nicosia
sarajevo mostar bilbao and barcelona reporting on seventeen years of
research and over 240 interviews with political leaders planners
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architects community representatives and academics he blends personal
reflections reportage from a wealth of original interviews and the
presentation of hard data in a multidimensional and interdisciplinary
exploration of these urban environments of damage trauma healing and
repair city and soul in divided societies reveals what it is like living and
working in these cities going inside the head of the researcher this
approach extends the reader s understanding of these places and
connects more intimately with the lived urban experience bollens observes
that a city disabled by nationalistic strife looks like a callous
landscape of securitized space divisions and wounds frozen in time and in
place yet the soul in these cities perseveres written for general readers
and academic specialists alike city and soul in divided societies integrates
facts opinions photographs and observations in original ways in order
to illuminate the substantial challenges of living in and governing
polarized and unsettled cities

Wicomico, Worcester, Somerset County,
Dividing Creek Watershed Project 1974

bordered cities and divided societies is a provocative moving and poetic
encounter with the hearts and minds of individuals living in nine cities of
conflict violence and healing jerusalem belfast johannesburg nicosia
sarajevo mostar barcelona bilbao and beirut based on research spanning
25 years including 360 interviews and over two and a half years of in
country field research this innovative work employs a series of concise
reflective narrative essays grouped into four thematic sections to
provide a humanistic on the ground understanding of divided cities
conflict and peacemaking incorporating both scholarly analyses based
on empirical research and introspective essays bollens digs underneath
grand narratives of conflict to illuminate the complexities and
paradoxes of living amid nationalistic political strife and the challenges
of planning and policymaking in divided societies richly illustrated the
book includes informative synopses about the cities that provide access
for general readers while extensive connections to recent literature
enhance the book s research value to scholars
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Montana and Idaho's Continental Divide Trail
2000

the island of hispaniola is split by a border that divides the dominican
republic and haiti this border has been historically contested and largely
porous dividing hispaniola is a study of dominican dictator rafael
trujillo s scheme during the mid twentieth century to create and reinforce
a buffer zone on this border through the establishment of state
institutions and an ideological campaign against what was considered
an encroaching black inferior and bellicose haitian state the success of
this program relied on convincing dominicans that regardless of their
actual color whiteness was synonymous with dominican cultural
identity paulino examines the campaign against haiti as the construct of
a fractured urban intellectual minority bolstered by international
politics and u s imperialism this minority included a diverse set of
individuals and institutions that employed anti haitian rhetoric for their
own benefit i e sugar manufacturers and border officials yet in reality
these same actors had no interest in establishing an impermeable border
paulino further demonstrates that dominican attitudes of admiration
and solidarity toward haitians as well as extensive intermixture around
the border region were commonplace in sum his study argues against the
notion that anti haitianism was part of a persistent and innate dominican
ethos

U.S. Highway 89, Browning to Hudson Bay
Divide, Section 4(f) Evaluation 2004

contributions by amy bass ashley farmer sarah k fields billy hawkins
kurt edward kemper michael e lomax and david k wiggins in sports and the
racial divide volume ii a legacy of african american athletic activism
michael e lomax and billy hawkins draw together essays that examine
evolving attitudes about race sports and athletic activism in the us a
follow up to lomax s sports and the racial divide african american and
latino experience in an era of change this second anthology links post
world war ii african american protest movements to a range of
contemporary social justice interventions athlete activists have joined
the ongoing pursuit for black liberation and self determination in a number
of ways contributors examine some of these efforts including the fight
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for hbcus to enter the ncaa basketball tournament harry edwards and
the boycott of the 1968 olympic games and us sporting culture in the
post 9 11 era essays also detail topics like the protest efforts of san
francisco 49ers quarterback colin kaepernick the link between the black
power movement and the current black lives matter movement and the
activism of athletes like lebron james and naomi osaka collectively these
essays reveal a historical narrative in which african americans have
transformed the currency of athletic achievement into impactful
political capital

The Civilian-Military Divide 2009-09-23

this book provides an in depth comparative analysis of inequality and the
stratification of the digital sphere grounded in classical sociological
theories of inequality as well as empirical evidence this book defines the
digital divide as the unequal access and utility of internet
communications technologies and explores how it has the potential to
replicate existing social inequalities as well as create new forms of
stratification the digital divide examines how various demographic and
socio economic factors including income education age and gender as
well as infrastructure products and services affect how the internet is
used and accessed comprised of six parts the first section examines
theories of the digital divide and then looks in turn at highly developed
nations and regions including the usa the eu and japan emerging large
powers brazil china india russia eastern european countries estonia
romania serbia arab and middle eastern nations egypt iran israel under
studied areas east and central asia latin america and sub saharan africa
providing an interwoven analysis of the international inequalities in
internet usage and access this important work offers a comprehensive
approach to studying the digital divide around the globe it is an
important resource for academic and students in sociology social policy
communication studies media studies and all those interested in the
questions and issues around social inequality

City and Soul in Divided Societies 2012-06-25

written by stephen grace the companion book to the great divide a film by
havey productions is a sweeping magnificently illustrated story of
colorado water from the region s first inhabitants to the incoming
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settlers and developers to modern environmentalists times and places are
covered from the archaeological remains of ancient native american
reservoirs the first and longest operating water right in colorado
important innovations in irrigated agriculture the stunning dams that
create reservoirs for storage and recreation and the natural beauty of
colorado s wild places the book based on the film will be a natural
source for viewers who seek additional knowledge beyond the film but it
will also stand alone for readers who desire a basic but engaging
entrance into the world of colorado water a vast array of
breathtaking photographs both archival and contemporary serve as
attractive illustrations and a supplemental way to tell the story
along with descriptive captions

Bordered Cities and Divided Societies
2021-03-18

the world today is marked by simultaneous conflicts and cooperation
between cultures regions international organizations states national
and ethnic groups political parties and other actors conflict is
considered as unfruitful and undesired whereby cooperation is perceived
as advantageous and desirable yet frequently difficult and time
consuming to initiate and strengthen the analysis of the transition from
conflict to cooperation is hence an invaluable source of experience that
comes in useful in many cases both conflict and cooperation are usually
concentrated in particular locations where they are most intensive and
observable and where they are the most interesting to study these
locations involve divided partitioned or cleavaged cities these divisions
are embodied by state borders lines of demarcation as well as by fences
and walls but also by informal rules and invisible lines fragmentations
within towns reflect national ethnical religious linguistic and other
differences cases of conflict and cooperation can refer to history
concern the towns where conflict prevails where both these forms of
interaction occur or where collaboration dominates the aim of this
publication is to analyze the processes of conflict and cooperation
using cities as examples the authors analyze case studies showing
different forms and phases of conflict and cooperation concentrating in
urban space they also represent different academic disciplines and
approaches resulting in an interdisciplinary approach to conflict and
cooperation in border studies this book thus contains analyses of
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belfast berlin brussels ceuta and melilla copenhagen malmo gorizia nova
gorica helsinki jerusalem kosovo mitrovica luxembourg narva ivangorod
nicosia opole sarajevo slubice frankfurt oder szczecin tornio haparanda
and valga valka

Resource Management Plan/environmental Impact
Statement for the Medicine Bow and Divide
Resource Areas, Rawlins District, Wyoming
1987

Great Divide Resource Area, Record of Decision
(ROD) and Approved Resource(s) Management
Plan (RMP). 1990

Dividing Hispaniola 2016-02-16

The Digital Divide 2001

Continental Divide/Wamsutter II Natural Gas
Project 1999

Sports and the Racial Divide, Volume II
2024-01-15
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The Digital Divide 2013-06-19

The Great Divide 2015-08-03

Conflict and Cooperation in Divided Cities 2009
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